The objective of the symposium is to provide an experience and opportunity for our graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, faculty and neighboring scientists to hear from and meet some of the best scientists in the world. The invited distinguished speakers present research covering diverse topics within the molecular sciences.

The annual tradition of this Chemistry Department event was started at the same time the Department of Chemistry was established at TSRI with the first event held in 1990.

Over the years we have hosted 114 lectures (by 100 different distinguished scientists) from all over the world whose renowned work is of great interest to the scientific community at TSRI and the neighboring communities. We have had among those speakers an impressive 13 Nobel Laureates (many receiving the prize in the years since speaking here).
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Thank you to our 2018 Sponsors!

1:00 p.m. to 1:10 p.m.
Welcome by Professor Phil Baran

1:15 p.m. to 2:05 p.m.
Introduction by Professor Kim Janda
Karen N. Allen
PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY AND PROFESSOR OF MATERIAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, BOSTON UNIVERSITY
“Form Follows Function: Evolution of Protein Scaffolds for Phosphoryl Group Transfer”

2:10 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.
Introduction by Associate Professor Ryan Shenvi
Robert G. Bergman
GERALD E. K. BRANCH DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR, EMERITUS UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY
“The Application of Physical Organic Methods to the Investigation of Organometallic Reaction Mechanisms: A Nostalgia Trip Through Organometallic Chemistry of the Late 20th Century”

3:00 p.m. to 3:25 p.m.
Coffee Break

3:30 p.m. to 4:20 p.m.
Introduction by Professor Jin-Quan Yu
Shinji Murai
PROFESSOR, NARA INSTITUTE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, JAPAN
“Development of New Catalytic Reactions. C-H to Olefin Addition and Carbonylation via Carbyne Complex”

4:25 p.m. to 5:15 p.m.
Introduction by Professor Jeff Kelly
Dr. John C. Martin
EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN, GILEAD SCIENCES, INC.
“Reflections on the Impact of Nucleotide Antiviral Drugs”

5:20 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Closing Remarks by Professor Dale Boger
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